I’m a Fundraiser
Get Me Out of Here!

Will your colleagues tackle some yucky tucker in your office bushtucker challenge?
Here’s how it works

Step one (optional):

• Pick the team or department who is playing.
• Pop everybody’s name on a jar and put them in the kitchen or staff room at work.
• Put up a poster to let your colleagues know what’s happening (see page 4).
• The three jars with the most donations at the end of the week will be the Yucky Tucker diners!

Step two:

Beforehand

• Choose a date and a venue for your Yucky Tucker challenge. It works really well if you tag it onto an existing work event like the Christmas party or an away day.
• Set the menu (see page 3 for ideas). As the foods become more yucky, put a higher price against them. The more people donate, the more of the menu the diners will have to eat.
• Set up an online giving page for people to donate before the event.
• Advertise the event, the menu and the giving page beforehand (see pages 4 and 5 for menu and poster templates).

On the day

• Announce the donation total at the event and take last minute cash donations to push the total even higher.
• Get your diners up on stage to try the disgusting delicacies. Film it to share with colleagues who aren’t there.

Top Tip!
This event works best if the diners are senior leaders or well-known colleagues – everybody wants to see them trying some yucky tucker!
Menu suggestions
These can be dried bugs, weird combinations or just generally gross edibles!

Top Tip!
Find a good compere who can get the crowd going and encourage more donations.

1. Durian fruit
2. Century eggs
3. Fish fingers and custard
4. Fried egg and ice-cream
5. Dried insects: crickets, ants etc – all easy to buy online
6. Strawberry jam and cold baked beans mixed together
7. Soy sauce and banana milkshake

Different teams and departments could suggest an idea each – or have a bowl for ideas to be picked out the day before. Each idea could be sponsored too!
I’m a Fundraiser
Get Me Out of Here!

Decide who will take part in our yucky tucker challenge.

Vote with your cash. The colleagues with the most donations will try terrible treats and sample scary snacks!

Voting closes on [ ] .

Registered charity numbers - 1077089 & SC042474

Alzheimer’s Research UK
Make breakthroughs possible
I’m a Fundraiser
Get Me Out Of Here!

The
Restaurant Menu

### Starters
A. 
B. 
C. 

### Mains
A. 
B. 
C. 

### Dessert
A. 
B. 
C. 

### Drink selection
A. 
B. 
C. 

Your Diners: 

Date, time and venue:
I’m a Fundraiser
Get Me Out of Here!

What will your colleagues’ taste buds tolerate?
See them take on our yucky tucker challenge.

Some of our fearless colleagues will be trying terrible treats and sampling scary snacks all to make breakthroughs possible. We’ve prepared a menu of yucky tucker and the more you raise the more they’ll eat!

Your diners are

Tasting takes place on

How to donate

Alzheimer’s Research UK, 3 Riverside, Granta Park, Cambridge CB21 6AD
www.alzheimersresearchuk.org
Charity numbers 1077089 and SC042474